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of the country Added to this is the importance given by its
consistent climate and regular crops The typical products
of the region nee silk tea and cotton are the staples of
commerce. In spite of poor coal supplies these products are
the basis of great industries and the spinning of silk and
cotton the preparation of tea the making of porcelain and
steel and the production of oil afford occupation for millions
The area of the basin is about 600000 square miles and
supports 200 millions of people For pressure of population
this is mailed only by the Ganges Valley The gateways to
the provinces of the basm are the great ports of the country
such as Shanghai Chinkiang Wuhu Hankow Changska
Nanking and Ichang
In the mountain region the stream is of little use for
transport since it falls at one place nearly 7 000 feet in 150
miles In contrast to this it drops only 500 feet in the last
1000 miles of its course and this portion is the main
highway of the country The melting of the snows in Tibet
causes great floods when the river sometimes rises 100 feet
in its middle course The average volume of water is
tremendous and by its aid the mountains of Asia are being
slowly but steadily moved a thousand miles east and spread
over the plains as silt or dropped into the Pacific The
amount of silt earned out to sea each year is said to be
sufficient to build a new island one mile square and 100 feet
deep and that after an equal amount has been spread over
the nee-fields of the basin The Si kiang although smaH
compared to the Yang tse is a nver comparable in size to the
Murray and navigable for nearly a thousand miles
la the coastal plain area the Chinese have constructed a
giTeat system of canals There are about 200000 miles of
canals 10 tiie whole of China the bulk of which are in tfae
Yaag tse plain and in the Si kiang basin These waterways

